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ABSTRACT. P.

A large national sample of men- and women college'
seniors were asked for their perceptions of five careers: tmedicine,
law, college teaching-and research, elementary and senior school
teaching, and business. The responses of men and women senior's to18
items repeated for each field showed that they held different images
of these fields: The images are described and compared. The most
striking findings are that women find school teaching more appealing
and -Challenging than do men, in most respects, and-that women seem to
have>a less favorable image, of College teaching, raw, and
medicineespecially because law and medicine, require spending time
away from one's family. The implications of the results for
individual decision making and the needs for,*better vocational
information and counseling are discussed. (Author)
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College Seniors' Images of Five. Careers

Leonard L. Baird
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that; although women have better academic records,

less often-applied to or entered college (see

Feldman and Newcomb's 1969 summary), have more often withdrawn from

college (e.g:, Tinto, 1975; Astin, 1975), have less often planned advanced

degrees (cf.,. Davis, 1965; Astin and Panos, 1969), and have less often

attended gradUate or professional school (Baird, 1976).

A recent study showed few differences in the test scores, back-
s

grounds, or adldemic experiences of college men and women Oaird, 1976);

1

although the women less often planned to attend graduate or professional,

schoolless often actually wen ton to advanced study, and; when they did,
vat'

less Often entered the field they had plenned. However, one type of

potentially important type of variable was

of careers held by men and women.

Consideratioi of the research suggests that students' views Of

occupations affect their Careers in several ways (Osipoie; 1988).

not examined--the perceptions
..."

A student pay choose or reject

to her or him. Other students

the characteristics'of someone

to mold his or 'her behavior to

and O'Dowd, 1962).,

an occupation beciuse its "image appeals

may then expect the student to exhibit

in that field, and the student may begin

conform with the expectations (Beardslep

In addition, many of the views students hold, of

occupations are not very similarro.the .reality of the occupation ,(Grunes,-

1957; Welker, 1958). Thus, some students may'be.shottchanged by the ..

-imag e" they hold orthe occupation; students may not wish toA enter them
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becausS they believe erroneous stereotypes. Occupational images' may be

especially impOrtant to college women choosing their,dareers. If women

do not consider careers becaube they believe,that the fie]. is, unsuited
,r

for them, they may be ruling out professional lives which would be

rewarding to them. '.Society 'also loses their potential contribution to

these occupations; especiallyito the high levekpOessions. Since
.

other analyses (Baird, 1976)
.

showed that women are, on the average, more

successful academically than men in college, this would represent a
.-

substantial lossin both personal satisfaction and soli' gain.

/.
,,- . - .

fihe purpose of this study'was to exanine the views. of 'men and

women college seniors..about:ocdujiations in a 14fie.diversesample as

*
they were making their postgraduate-decisions. .

Methods and Data Sources

.

, , A national sample of 26;648college seniors-Applied, to..a questionnaire,
, .

.

the College Senior SUrvey; 'in the spring of 1971 -(Baird, Clark, & Hartnett,

1972), Mere werel,8,333 women and 121315 men. .The distribution of-the

t.40

sample of 94 colleges appeared representative,according to the environmental' y

scores .developed by Astin (i965). Analyses of the_sample-of students.,

indicated it is probably.a go9d sample of-seniors who are oriented toward
t -

, .

further edudation butt somewhat less representative of students who did not

plan.ad4.ranced education:

The Senior
44k

including their

perceptions of

.4

^.

Survey covered a wide range-of'information about seniors
,zl

1
, .

academic and-vocational liseariesFplans, and their
- ,-- -:-- '

five careers:- -medldine,.lai, college teaching and research,, 0 ,,,,, .

1 ....4- 4,-- .,
elementary aad senior-Achool .teaching, and business. Students were asked

.

- . ._

.

.

Ev.
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to indicate whether 18 statements, repeated for each field, were true k...

or not truefor each field.

The results for men and women senioreAgere examined and, compared

as shown-in Tabfd 1. Because of the large sample size, very small

differences would be statistically significant. herefore, the, larger

and more important differences' of five ad ten percentage points were
1

used as criteria of difference.

Results

As sHown in Tabled, men \and women college seniors agree about.

many characteristics of the five careers. %However,'there are some

intruiging and impOrant differences as the following discussions-sho.

Women and men agreed that medicine was & highly respected, well

paid, secure profession, which allows one to be independent, help ,

people, and contribute to knowledge. They-also agreed that there is

'a great shortage of 4ualified people, and theta physician's success

does not depend on political views or a pleasing personalitythey

agreed that medicine is a high pressure profession
.

involving yard work
. _

and adherence to a rigid, if unwritten code of social behavior.'`"

_However, women, less often than .men, saw the ;career of medicine as'°

allowinft individual freedom; women more ofteneaw:.medicine as

,
..

4' challenging, interesting, and_demanding.a high levA of 14telligencel
-

. . .6,
Women less often thought that medicine demanded creativity. Aimiever,

. ,.-.. . .

the largest difference in the perceptions of;emen and women waathe.more .
. ..

. ,-,..
,

frequent feeling of women 'that medicine required' that-a great deal' of . e
t 0 rs

timebe spent away from on- e's family. : -

.

.

4
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-Women and en also saw law-as a respected, -secure, and well paid

profesbion, which provides independence and opportunities to,help other

. people. 'Law was also seen as haliing an unseal.), but rigid code of behavior.

However, men's and women's views of law,also differed -in some interesting

ways. Women less often considered law to.provideindividual freedom

and more often thought it is challenging and interesting, requires a
.,

1

high level of intelligence, and prOg4des opportunities to contribute to '
N.. .

.
4 ..

the advancement,of knowledge. However, women also more often thought'

that success in law was affected by one's political` views, that law is

a high pressure profession, that law requires h ard work and long hours,

and- -once again by the largest margin--th law requires agreatNdeal,,-,

of 'time to be-spent away from one',s

Women and men agreed in their views of college teachers as

free as individuals, free from political pressures, free from the need

to be.away from family, and free ;from the ,need to maintain a pleasing

facade. They agreed that the challenges of college teaching reqtiired.

intelligetice,and creativity, but proVided interestingwork,,,the

,..opportunity to help others, and the chance to contribute'to4nowledge-.

However, women`Seemed to regard,college teaching as more challenging

- !-
than 'did men., For example, women saw college teaching as, less secure,

^
'l .

demanding harder and longer hours, providing a lolfer ineome, involVing
. ..

,..,

Ihjggher pressures, and-as somewhatov ercrowded. However,) women also ,

.

,

more Often thought that college teaching was highly respected by the
-

public.
.

sr
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Women and-iiiii-Cagreed on virtually all aspects of the career of

business. They Saw it as a well paying, high pressure occupftion
.

providing little Security, individual, freedom or opportunities to

c6ndibute to kdoViedge. They felt,that success in buSiness did not

require high intelligence or creativityi but did require a pleasing,

personality.. Finally, they saw no shortage. of qualified people.
. , .

'Women and men agreed that school teaching was a.low paying field
.

.

which did not'rovide a great -deal
.
of individual freedom or autonomy..

,. .

. 1
school

It

nooesteaching..- On the other-hand, they felt that chool hing d't require a

great deal of ,time be spent away,from,one'srfamily
2

or concern about'

one's.political views. They felt that teachers can help other people`.

However, there were fairly large differences between the views

of'mea,and /rk about many aspects of school, teaching. In general,
.

women had a mote favorable view. .Women, more often than men, saw-

school teaching as respected, challenging .and iriteresting. Women more

often thought teaching allows one to help other people, demands

creativity'arid provides chances to contribute to.knowledge. At the

same time:women more often considered teaching toJ)e an overcrowded

field, in which success demands a pleasing personality, adherepoce to

sotial expectations, hard'work;and dealing with high pressure.

Discussion
.

The most striking findings in these results are that women find

4, i.. .

-school teaching more appealing and challenging than domen, in most

,,- . , do
. ,

respects, and that women seemed to have a somewhat less favorable image
.. ..`4,!

)
of College teaching law, and medic,theV especially that and medicine

.
'. . .

, . . .
..lo. 1 -

. require time away from ones family."

I 6.
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- in tra4tional society, women were expected to be homemakers' as well...
., 0...

ad'progessionals. The Women in this sample may still believe many of
)

the traditibnal ideas, an& may not pursue some careers because oftheir .

\). .

beliefs. Mat is, women miy.find some careers as attractive as do men,

..

71;°

%.

--
,

but may feel that they eonfi et with the dual roles they anticipate.

In any case, as a recent longiWinai study shows, enrollments in law

,

schools and medical schools are stia heavily male, while thOse in
_ .

, .

education are heavily...female (Baird, 1974). Although it is difficult

to isolate the effects of the occupational, images held by men and women,
. .

they surely must play a role in leading women to shortchange their

career plans and,in perpetuating the status quo:
,./

'What could be done to,.help women--and Men,to avoid being victimized

,

Aby their own ideas about careers? First, career `guidance and -.ciunseling

. , needs tO be made mole effeCtive.' For effective dounselpg weneed true-
. i . , .

to,' life descriptions of the work, and li ditions min various careers.
/

We alsoneed to illugtratethe diversity o people within fields to.combat1*
: 1

,
\

the problems of siereotypi7ng. ,Second, more examples of women who are
,

, , ,
0

(

successful professionals, in a variety. of challenging careers, neecOo be
.

, . .
-,--r-,

.,
.

, . ..,,

made available ;to. college women.; Pitjappe a progtad of coffee hours and

--, . .. .
discussion groups would be helpful. llnally, more accurateland meaningful

N . \ i t , .

examples of working professional women need to be:prepenteCin the Mass'
,

\ .

.._ ,

, . .

Media, books,"etc.,1to that these sources of man)1 occupational images
. . . . .:. 4. ..1

.
. an help to make them less sexist apd more akin; to reality:,

e
,

,

4
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Table 1

.

Men and Women Students' Perceptions of Five Careers

L./

-

Description of Field

.

Views of Views of Views of College Views of View& of
Medicine Law Teaching & Research Busine s School Teaching

Men Women Men Women Men Women

Highly respectdd by the public -- '82 85 78 82

Allows a great deal of individual freedom '35 129* 49 41*
Is a very secure profession 81 80 . 69 72

Requires hard work and long..hours 78 82 -, 70 75*
'Provides e' Very good income 82 83 80 81
One-can help other people - ' 81 83 78 80

. Constantly challenging and interesting 69 75* '63, 69*
Requires a great deal of creativity 26 21* 41 39

High level of intelligence necessary to:
succeed ' 70 .75* 67 73*.

Is a high pressure occupation ' 66 70 63 69*
One-can be his own 'boss fi9 ,66. 71 .10.68

'One's political views affect his success
in the ifield -- 12 12 -50

,
57W,-,

Good chances to contribute toindvancement
.

iof knowledge , 69 73 34 43*
equirea a great deal of time spent away ,

,,,,,
...*I'

from one's family 61 74** 31 4/I.**

There,is a great - shortage of qualified 4 ,

I
o

people
.

7L ,67
,,

35 36
t

i A

There-is'an verabundance of. qualified . i

,

"'people -, ' . 5 6 24 21

Has a'rat.hL- rigid butjunwritten'code of, ,
social behavior ., 69 .t66 Yt3 60

'Success depends largely on a pleasing '

personall,ty V 32 ',35 47 45
,

Men Women Men Women

65 72* 54 '57 . 35 40*
1.- 68 69 33 30 ...- 2$ .32
50 .45* ". 36 38 50 48 '

51 60* 52 51 .1 35 48**
42 37* 71 70. 1 9 10
75 76 44 41 41 Q0'. 83 ,)

-66 70 42 40 47-. 61**
62 64. 33 27 49 69*W
., ..

61 .62 33 33 . 21 24 . ,

22 28*. , 69 69 15 21*
36 37 50 52. 12 14

--

27 29 , :49 48 30 28

78 iie, 18' 21 . 37 50**.

12 16 37 . 38- 5 7

_
.

36 32 18 14 ^31 24

31 36* 42 45 43 54**

37. 40 51 47 *55 63*

28 31 63 63 53 58* ''.

44'
Note: All figures are -rounded percentages. Only perCentagei responding "Tice" are shown.

* = Difference of 5 percentage points.
** = Difference of 10'percentage points.
0, 4,

k .....
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